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EDITOR’S
NOTE
2018 proved to be a year of great changes, of endings and new
beginnings. The Malaysian General Elections saw a change in
government and the return of Tun Dr Mahathir. The year was also
a milestone year for the Group, with the completion of the corporate
exercise between Goldis Berhad and IGB Corporation Berhad in
March 2018. Goldis Berhad was subsequently renamed IGB Berhad,
marking a new beginning.
October 2018 marked the passing of an era, with the demise of one
of our founding fathers, Dato’ Tan Chin Nam. Under Dato’ Tan’s
leadership, Tan & Tan Developments was recognised for creating
multiple paradigm shifts in the property landscape through developing
and launching innovative living products. We are proud to continue
this legacy by enhancing our services.
I first met Dato’ Tan 16 years ago, when I joined the group of
companies. Through the years, he left a profound impression upon
me as a mentor. I will always remember his many pearls of wisdom,
such as “Never say ‘I ASSUME’, as it makes an Ass out of U and
Me”. Dato’ was a man that loved activity and enjoyed the company
of his friends. There was always a stream of people visiting him in his
office. Besides his status as a businessman, he was a man who loved
horses and chess. Not as well known, Dato’ was a philanthropist,
and helped many people through his charity foundation.
A key feature in this edition is celebrating the life and achievements of
Dato’ Tan. Fittingly, our Special Feature shines the spotlight on what
many consider to be his most memorable venture, Mid Valley City.
This issue will also present our commitment to innovation as we
showcase five decades of remarkable firsts by Tan & Tan. Rather than
rest on our laurels, we are determined to honour the legacy set by
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam, and will strive to remain A Step Ahead, Always.
On behalf of everyone at Tan & Tan, we thank you for the
continuous support and welcome you to be with us on our journey
in the years to come.
Colin Ng
Editor
colin@igbbhd.com
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Tan & Tan’s
Five Decades
of Distinction
One of Malaysia’s most
celebrated property developers,
Tan & Tan Developments has
achieved many innovative firsts
in its five decades of operations.
Founded in 1971, Tan & Tan
Developments (Tan & Tan) was the
brainchild of brothers Dato’ Tan
Chin Nam and Datuk Tan Kim Yeow.
Already famous for the development
of the Ipoh Garden housing estate,
which till today is one of the most
coveted neighbourhoods in the Perak
State capital, Tan & Tan was formed
as a vehicle to deliver residential
properties that raise the bar in terms
of aesthetics, functionality, and
innovation. A bona fide pioneer in the
industry, a lot of the property concepts
and amenities, which we take for
granted today, would not have been
possible if not for Tan & Tan.
This was first manifested in 1979
when Desa Kudalari was completed.
A landmark development, it made
history as Malaysia’s first ever
condominium. At that time,
the concept of high-rise living was
completely alien to Malaysians.
Yet, thanks to Tan & Tan’s delivery
of quality workmanship with topnotch amenities, Desa Kudalari was
a rousing success and helped change
perceptions in the country.
Another milestone was achieved
in 1988, when MiCasa All Suite Hotel
was opened to the public. As the first
hotel to have service apartment style
suites for all its rooms, MiCasa upped
the ante for the hospitality sector.
It has become a choice destination for
many tourists thanks to its five-star
facilities and strategic location in the
heart of Kuala Lumpur.
Today, gated communities are
familiar sights in the Malaysian
landscape. Once again, it was Tan &
4
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02

Tan which started the ball rolling in
1993 with Sierramas. Then in 1997,
Gleneagles Medical Centre was
opened. It draws on Tan & Tan’s
expertise in hospitality development
to become the first hospital in
Malaysia to combine five-star hotelstyle rooms and facilities with stateof-the-art medical technology
and treatment.

Ultimately, Tan & Tan’s success
stems from its attention to detail
and its ability to anticipate and
meet the needs of its clientele.
Take for example Park Manor at
Sierramas, with the thoughtful
convenience of home lift to ease
movement between floors, or the
automated toilet system for the
bathrooms at the upcoming Stonor

More Than Just
Residences

03

01 Completed in 1984, Desa Kudalari
was the first condominium
in Malaysia.

Just as how Tan & Tan has
earned a reputation for its
innovativeness in residential
property development, its
parent company IGB Berhad
has flown the flag high when it
comes to creating state-of-the-art
commercial properties.
Without a doubt, IGB’s
pinnacle project is the
magnificent Mid-Valley City.
A mixed-development with
two world-class shopping
malls, three highly rated hotels,
and six office towers as well
as high-rise residences, it has
become the definitive address
to work, live, play and stay in

Malaysia’s national capital.
You can read more about
Mid-Valley City in The City of
Everything for Everyone on
page 14 in this issue of Berita
Tan & Tan.
Also, in 2010, IGB reinforced
its reputation as a pioneer
and innovator when GTower,
Malaysia’s first green certified
mixed-development, opened its
doors. This development has
been awarded MSC Malaysia
Cybercentre status, and comprises
commercial units as well as the
award-winning GTower Hotel,
which is the first all club rooms
hotel in Asia.

02 MiCasa All Suite Hotel made history
by being the first hotel to have
service apartment suites.

03 The serene Sierramas was the first
gated community in Malaysia.

04 Mid Valley City is a bustling hub of

activity and the jewel in IGB’s crown.

05 The stylish and modern GTower –

the first-ever green certified mixed
development in Malaysia.

3 condominium. These are testaments
to Tan & Tan’s commitment to being
the best.
Throughout the years, Tan &
Tan’s achievements have not only
been reflected in the popularity
of its projects, but in the awards
and accolades they have garnered.
These include the FIABCI Malaysia
Award of Distinction for Residential
Development in 2002 for Sierramas,
the FIABCI Malaysia Award
of Distinction for Residential
Development in 2012 for U-Thant
Residence, and being named a Top
Ten Property Developer at The Edge
Malaysia Top Property Developer
Awards for 15 consecutive years
from 2003 to 2018. All in all, the last
five decades have been fruitful and
memorable, and no doubt the next
50 years will be equally stunning.
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Luxury Just for
You at Stonor 3
Situated in the heart of Kuala
Lumpur, the Stonor 3 condominium
is as much luxurious abode as it
is prime investment, thanks to its
combination of strategic location,
first-class workmanship, and
commitment to sustainability.
As Malaysia’s vibrant and dynamic
capital city, one of Kuala Lumpur’s most
endearing nicknames is “The City That
Never Sleeps”. And nowhere is this more
apparent than in KL City Centre (KLCC),
which is a hive of activity 24/7/365.
From bustling commercial, tourism and
shopping hub in the daytime to hotspot
of nightlife after dark, the KLCC area is
constantly pulsing with life.
In the middle of this seemingly
never-ending hustle and bustle is
Stonor 3. Rising 41 storeys into the sky,
this joint-venture between Malaysia’s
award-winning Tan & Tan Developments
and Japan’s acclaimed Mitsubishi Jisho
Residence is the very haven of peace
and tranquillity.
Such is the feeling that will instantly
come on you as you step into Stonor
3’s lobby. Here, the soothing sounds of
trickling water and rustling leaves from
the garden pavilions will calm your

senses and grant you a lull from the
madding crowd outside. At the same
time, the spacious surroundings help
create an atmosphere of warmth
and welcome.
This is further reflected in each
individual unit, where large windows
help heighten the sense of space
while letting natural lighting into the
room and providing residents with a
stunning view of the KL cityscape.
Luxury is the order of the day here,
and Stonor 3 residents can expect only
the best when it comes to furnishings
and material. For instance, the majority
of the floor area is laid out with
premium Burmese teak wood, which is
one of the most luxurious and enduring
tropical hardwoods. In addition, each
front door is embedded with a Japanese
designed lockset, thus giving residents
greater peace of mind.
The latest technology has also been
utilised to ensure that residents have
the best experience possible. From
state-of-the-art ovens and refrigerators
from leading kitchenware brands
De Dietrich and Brandt, to high-tech
Neorest toilets from Toto, living in
Stonor 3 will make you feel on top of
the world.
Besides being an ideal place to live,
Stonor 3 is an equally attractive addition
to your investment portfolio, and its
value has no doubt increased thanks to
it being certified a Green Residence with
GreenRE Gold certification.

01 The large windows and
Burmese teak flooring of each
unit in Stonor 3 gives it a
sense of space and elegance.
02 Stonor 3’s welcoming lobby
is the first step into a world of
calmness and serenity in the
hustle and bustle of the city.

01

02
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Tan & Tan
Homes
Delivering
the Tan & Tan
Lifestyle

Tan & Tan Homes’
innovative services
demonstrate how Tan
& Tan Developments is
more than just a property
developer.
As an award-winning property
development company, Tan & Tan
Developments has nearly 50 years
of conceptualising and delivering
some of the finest residential
properties in Malaysia. Part of
this success is due to its ability to
construct and design cutting-edge,
innovative properties in strategic,
high-demand locations.
Another major factor is
its ability to read the pulse of
property owners and investors,
and deliver first-class service,
which it understands goes beyond
handing the key over to the buyer.
As such, it constantly strives to
help enhance the value of the
property owning experience.
Tan & Tan Homes reflects
this commitment at work. A new
tenancy management service,
Tan & Tan Homes helps home
owners in Three28 Tun Razak,
Hampshire Place and Stonor 3
manage their vacant properties,
look for tenants, and even handle
tenants after the unit has been
rented out. In short, it relieves
customers of the headache of
being a landlord, thus freeing
them to focus on other matters.
Before a tenant has been
secured, Tan & Tan Homes will
take care of the maintenance
and repair of the property,
and find agents to rent it out.
After it is rented out, it will tend
8
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to legitimate requests by tenants,
thus providing a great boon to
owners who might not live close
to the property.
All in all, Tan & Tan Homes
plays the role of a friendly
neighbour that helps look after
your property when you are
away. Incidentally, there is no
charge for its services during
the times when the property is
vacant, with a fee being imposed
after it has been rented out.
This service is offered by
Tan & Tan Developments which
goes above and beyond the
normal scope of a developer.
Not only will it help manage
the day-to-day operations of
its various properties, this will
also maintain and even enhance
their value.
This includes managing and
maintaining the properties and
their facilities, ensuring that
they comply with regulatory
standards, including those

01 Hampshire Place, a Tan & Tan

development that is covered
by Tan & Tan Homes’ services,
which includes helping to
manage and maintain the
property while looking for
a tenant to run it.

pertaining to health and safety,
and keeping a watch on their
financial standing such as
managing the sinking and
maintenance funds.
A demonstration of the Tan
& Tan Lifestyle concept at work,
which is a promise to provide a
one-stop service for all property
needs, Tan & Tan Homes shows
how Tan & Tan Developments
only delivers the best experience
to its customers.
For more information, please contact:
Adrian Low
Tel: +603-2287 8853
Email: homes@tantan.com
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Sierramas

Living The Dream
Sierramas has long been the
very epitome of visionary
residential development.
Pioneered by Tan & Tan,
it is the first ever gated and
guarded residential community
in Malaysia, a symbol of Tan
& Tan’s commitment towards
innovations. The expansive
200-acre township boasts stateof-the-art excellence in design
and technology, which has
earned it the internationallyrecognised and highly coveted
FIABCI award.

Idyllic
Neighbourhood
Exuding serenity, this freehold
township development is the
pinnacle of prime real estate with
its array of thoughtfully designed
homes - two-and-a-half storey link
houses, two-storey semi-detached
homes, bungalows, courtyard
homes, and condominiums.
As of now, the township has
amassed five residential properties
10

including Sierramas Resort Homes,
Sierramas West, Laman Sierramas
West, Garden Manor and most recently
Park Manor.
The homes are set across a
backdrop of lush landscaping,
which is a pleasant sight to behold
with abundant greenery amidst the
neighbourhood’s undulating valleys
and peaks. It’s not just aesthetically
pleasing, but practical down to
the very last detail. Interconnected
footpaths have also been designed to
allow residents easy passage from
one end of the estate to the other.
Every design aspect encourages a sense
of community, lending a calming and
resort-like atmosphere to Sierramas –
an experience in residential living
like no other in Malaysia.
Adding more value to an already
pristine estate, the township houses its
very own facilities such as exclusive
clubhouses, swimming pools and
playgrounds for the kids. Whereas
functional utilities like drainage
and electrical lines have been neatly
hidden underground making way
for the jogging paths and winding
cycle lanes to be unencumbered by
anything that can prove to be an
eyesore. Building on the beautification
aspect, the township also has gushing
gullies that do away with visible
sewers.
It is these little things that add to
the unique Sierramas experience.

02

01 The comforting area of Sierramas,
looking majestic under the dusky sky.
02 Spacious and well-designed, Sierramas
houses are a pleasure to live in.
03 Surrounded by peaceful greeneries and
modern facilities, Sierramas Heights
offers the best of both worlds for a
quality lifestyle.
04 Every neighbourhood in Sierramas
is equipped with top notch facilities,
including their own clubhouses.
05 The idyllic lake provides a place for
residents to relax and rejuvenate.

03

It’s no wonder then, that since
its launch in 1993, the number of
people residing here have grown
- with an ongoing trend among
current residents who bring in
their own family and friends to
live in neighbouring units.

Who’s that
Knocking?
If you are enticed to purchase a
unit at Sierramas, there are plenty
of design and layout options

05

04

ranging from tropically inspired
to sleek modern architecture.
Take for instance Park Manor,
one of the newest developments
that is home to 3 storey strata
villas, with each unit measuring
from 5,470 sq ft to 6,980 sq ft.
If a house is too big for you,
perhaps Sierramas Heights
condominium is more suited
to your needs. Either way,
they all will grant easy access to
nearby facilities, with the added
convenience of IGB and ELC
International Schools nearby.
All this and more make for a

great investment, as properties
at Sierramas keep going up in
value with time.

Haven on Earth
Sierramas also boasts a stateof-the-art 24-hour security
system, with perimeter fencing
that is fitted with motion
sensors and CCTV for high
surveillance. Residents can
always feel safe knowing
security personnel are always
around, as well as a separate
office to handle maintenance
and complaints. And the
location - 10 minutes away
from Jalan Duta, with easy
access to the main highway
connecting to the Klang Valley,
makes Sierramas that much
more irresistible.
Whether you’re looking
for a home for your family,
or a simple abode for two,
or perhaps you wanted to
invest in a property – Sierramas
has it all covered. So if you
ever wondered what ‘living
the dream’ might be like,
you need not look very far
because Sierramas is it.
11
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Park Manor

01 The 3 storey strata villas of

Park Manor allow one to
fully enjoy their life within a
comforting landscape.

The Peaceful
Estate

For most of us if not all of us, home is
the place we will spend a majority of
our time. So having one you can feel
secure in, and perhaps even fall in love
with can be really important. This is
why since Sierramas’ launch in 1993,
the award-winning township has been
innovatively developed to provide
residents a one-of-a-kind experience
that has stood the test of time.
Located in the serene Sierramas
township, residents of Park Manor get
to enjoy being away from the hustle
and bustle of the city while still within
the easy reach of vital amenities,
like IGB International School and
elc International School, shopping
amenities and the Sungai Buloh MRT
Station. Besides, the KL City Centre is
only 25 minutes drive away via NKVE
and DUKE.
Park Manor’s beautifully designed
landscape is home to multiple rows
of 3 storey strata villas, with built-up
areas for each unit measuring from
5,470 sq ft to 6,980 sq ft. The exterior
of each home has a porch, large
enough to park 3 to 4 cars. Once
inside, you’ll be welcomed to a home
with ample space for a big family,
complete with 5 to 6 bedrooms,
ensuite bathrooms and a spacious
kitchen that opens into a dining and
living area, plus an additional kitchen
for heavy cooking.
Park Manor was designed with
multi-generational living in mind.
The generous space means that
everyone in the family, from the
grandparents to the grandkids,
has the freedom to do their own
activities whenever they like.
The 3 living rooms, 2 kitchen spaces
and a dining area are vast so that all
family members can comfortably
spend time together. The numerous
bedrooms ensure that everyone
has a space to call their own.
Furthermore, each unit is equipped
with large window openings and
sun shading elements, optimising
natural lighting and ventilation and
creating a peaceful ambiance. They
12

02 Spacious living room area

with high ceilings and open,
clutter-free layout.

03 Second storey seating

area with elegant timber
floor finish.

01

02

also contain internal lifts to help
elderly residents reach the upper
levels, as well as air-conditioning
and hot water systems, so that
owners will not have to deal with
the hassle of installing these units
themselves.
The flooring for the living,
dining and kitchen areas are a
marble finish, while the bedrooms
have timber strips with skirting.
All finishes are durable, easy to
maintain and of superior quality.
While the spaces are open and
roomy with a floor-to-ceiling height
of 12 ft. Ordinarily, the ceilings for
such homes are 10ft high but Park
Manor added an extra 2 ft to give
residents more breathing space.
The quality of work and design
of this development was made to
ensure that these homes will last
for generations to come.
Of course, it is not just important
for the homes to be comfortable.
The area around the homes are
important as well. As such, even the
surrounding neighbourhood was
designed to accommodate
each family member. Residents
are all greeted by an open
space, tree-lined walkways, and
landscaped jogging paths right as
they step out of their home.

03

In this community, residents will
also have access to a personal
garden, clubhouse for private
gatherings, an infinity edge pool
for adults, and even a small wading
pool and playground for the kids.
Security is also a top priority
and a very important part of Park
Manor’s community. Residents
are made sure to feel at peace 24/7
with perimeter fencing, manned
CCTVs and guard patrols, ensuring
privacy and comfort.
However, of course there are
other factors to think about when
putting down roots in a new place.
After all, “a house is made of bricks
and beams, but a home is made of
hope and dreams”. Park Manor’s
sublime and solid design brings
the vision to life by merging luxury
with the cosiness of a home.

Lifestyle

Dornbracht VAIA
Create a new balance

The people at Dornbracht take every detail into
account to bring their customers the perfect
combination of class and functionability.

01

An immaculate bathroom is like the
tip of an iceberg, because from colour
to finish this singular space represents
the comfort and luxury that pervades
your entire home. So at Dornbracht,
that’s why the minutest attention to
detail is always paid to all of its design
and builds.
Inspired by the ‘eclectic style’ interior
design trend, the distinctive design of
the new premium designer fitting is
both elegant and progressive. VAIA is
therefore equally at home in traditional
and modern bathroom architectures –
as well as those that combine the elements
of different style worlds, in keeping with
the eclectic style.
To suit your personal taste, the handles
also come in several options, including
levers and cross handles; and in finishes
such as polished chrome, platinum matt
& dark platinum matt finishes.
The new VAIA series represents
yet another step forward in a string of
precision made products. This most
durable, luxurious and elegant line of
workmanship will be a notch up into
making your house, a home.
The brand Dornbracht is available
at GC Building Technologies (M) Sdn Bhd.
www.gcbuildtech.com.my
03-5569 9689

01 VAIA fittings in Platinum
Matt finish.

02 Elegant and mysterious: VAIA
in Dark Platinum Matt.

Image courtesy of Dornbracht

02
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Mid Valley City’s Masterplan
Through the Years
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

Centrepoint
South Office
2006

Mid Valley Megamall

1999

Centrepoint
North Office
2006

Cititel Hotel

2000

Boulevard Hotel

2005

Northpoint
2006

The Gardens North Tower

2008
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The City
Of Everything,
For Everyone

Menara
Southpoint
Estimated date
of completion
: end of 2019

If you only have time for one place
in Kuala Lumpur, make that place
Mid Valley: It has everything you need.

Menara IGB
2000

The Gardens
South Tower
2008

The Boulevard Offices
1997

The Gardens Hotel
2007

The Gardens Residences
2009

The Gardens Mall
2007

20 years ago, in November 1999, a new
addition to the Kuala Lumpur landscape
was unveiled with the opening of Mid
Valley Megamall. More than just being
one of the largest shopping centres in the
country, with nearly 1.7 million sq ft of
retail space, Mid Valley Megamall was
the first step in what has turned out to
be a shining star in Malaysian property
development – Mid Valley City.
Conceptualised by IGB Corporation
Berhad (IGB Corp), Mid Valley City was one
of the most ambitious projects of its time
when construction began in 1996. Situated
on 50 acres of land, with a built-up area of
around 18 million sq ft comprising retail,
commercial, hospitality and residential
developments, it was envisioned to be an
integrated city within a city, where people
can live, work, play and stay.
One of the strategic advantages Mid
Valley City possesses is its accessibility.
As a dynamic, beating pulse in the heart of
the Klang Valley, the area is easily reachable
from all major hotspots in Kuala Lumpur and
Petaling Jaya. In addition, there are public
buses, shuttle buses, and a KTM nearby for
those who wish to take public transport.
This November, Mid Valley City will
celebrate its 20th anniversary, and it has been
a remarkable and eventful journey thus
far. Boasting not one but two world-class
shopping malls with numerous shopping and
dining options, a convention and exhibition
centre, three hotels, office towers and serviced
apartments, it is a place where there is literally
something for everybody.
This already impressive area just got even
better, as the completion of Menara Southpoint
marked the final piece of development at Mid
Valley City. And with it, the vision of IGB
Corp is finally brought to life.

15
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Live and Work in Comfort
clock security. In addition,
there is a Grand Ballroom with
the capacity to accommodate
1000 people for either corporate
or private functions.
Menara Southpoint affords
room enough to breath quite
literally. With an impressive main
entrance, the mezzanine floor
connects to both The Gardens
Mall and Mid Valley Megamall
via covered walkways where
myriad restaurants and shops
can be found. Not to mention
being linked via walkway to the
Abdullah Hukum LRT station,
thus providing an extra gateway
to Mid Valley City for the public.

“

Mid Valley City brings with its
own set of convenient locales
to stay in. The completion of
Menara Southpoint marks the
last chance to buy into and be
a part of Mid Valley City.
Menara Southpoint provides
an exciting new venue for those
who are looking for that perfect
place to live or work. As the
crown jewel of Mid Valley City,
it has it all. A total of 27 floors
have been designated for use a
business premises while a further
22 have been reserved solely for
residential use. Ample parking is
given in a building such as this,
as is cutting-edge, round-the-

“

The completion of
Menara Southpoint
marks the last
chance to buy into
and be a part of
Mid Valley City.

01

01 Northpoint looking
regal under the sun.
02 The latest addition
to Mid Valley City,
Menara Southpoint.
03 As one of the most
instagrammable spots
in both Mid Valley
Megamall and The
Gardens, the colourful
fountain draws large
crowds every day.
04 A beautiful view of
The Gardens’ mall.

02
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Shop Till You Drop
With over 1.7 million sq ft of retail space
and 430 shops, Mid Valley Megamall which
receives an estimation of 40 million visitors
per year stands proud as one of the largest
shopping malls in Malaysia. Shoppers
are spoilt for choice as retailers here have
something for everyone, from branded
apparels to accessories, from electronic
items to knick-knacks and curiosities.
Budget shoppers can also find great deals
here, and with stores constantly restocking
the goods on offer, regular visits are a must
in order not to miss out on the latest items.
For those who are looking for something
more luxurious and upmarket, The Gardens
Mall is the place to be. Connected to Mid
Valley Megamall, The Gardens Mall is home
to a number of designer boutiques from
well-known brands such as Louis Vuitton.
It is the definitive spot to satisfy your need
for high-end retail therapy.

A Lifestyle Haven

03

One of the appeals of Mid Valley
City is that it is home to not just one
but two world-class shopping malls
that draw in crowds every day.
Whether it is the family-friendly
Mid Valley Megamall or chic highend The Gardens Mall, there is
something there to keep everyone
satisfied, entertained, satiated,
rested and relaxed.

That’s Entertainment

04

Visitors to the two malls can find more
thrills than just the pleasure of shopping,
and there are entertainment options there
that are ideal for both individuals and
groups. For instance, Mid Valley City boasts
a total of 18 cinema halls spread out between
two cinemas – GSC Mid Valley in Mid
Valley Megamall and GSC Signature in The
Gardens Mall. The latter is without a doubt
the most luxurious cineplex in Malaysia,
and gives movie enthusiasts an unparalleled
experience when catching a blockbuster.
If you prefer to see shows live and
in living colour, then make your way to
The Gardens Theatre. A world-class venue
with the ambience and facilities to match,
The Gardens Theatre is the perfect place
to catch a performance. Incidentally,
The Gardens Theatre Dance Studio is the
first dance studio in Mid-Valley City and
classes are available there for those who
want to express their creative minds.
For those who want something more
interactive, then pay a visit to The Rift in
Mid Valley Megamall. Here, the latest in
virtual reality (VR) technology is employed
to give visitors an immersive experience
they will never forget. From participating
in a shoot-em-up with friends to climbing
a wall, there are 24 different experiences
to choose from.
17
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There is also Jurassica, the 15,000
sq ft dinosaur-themed amusement
park located at the third floor of The
Gardens Mall. Here, visitors get to
walk through a specially constructed
rotating time vortex and come faceto-face with prehistoric dinosaurs
like T-Rex and Triceratops. They will
also get to learn about the earth and
ways to conserve the environment
while having fun.

Pamper Oneself

01
01 The entrance to Mid Valley
Megamall, greeting visitors
as they prepare to shop till
they drop.

A day of shopping might leave you
seeking a recharge. Fortunately,
both Mid Valley Megamall and
The Gardens Mall are also home to
various aesthetic clinics, spas and
wellness centres. So if the walking
around is tiring you out, just drop
in one of them and treat yourself to
a restful and relaxing session.

Food, Glorious Food

02 Whatever your desire,
you can always find
something to satiate
your appetite at Mid
Valley Megamall and
The Gardens Mall.
03 Located on the top floor
Mid Valley Exhibition
Centre plays host to
many events from pet
shows to tech fairs to
home and living expos.
04 The master bedroom of
the President suite in
the Boulevard Hotel is
spacious and luxurious,
promising a good
night’s rest.
02

Mid Valley Megamall also boasts
an equally impressive array of
restaurants. Gastronomers have
more than their fair share of
restaurants to pick from. With a
wide spectrum of dining options
from food courts to fine dining,
diners are treated to various
cuisines including Chinese, Western,
Japanese, Korean, and more.
The Gardens Mall also has
its own fair-share of fine dining
restaurants, aimed towards those
who want to wine and dine the
classy way. The crème de la crème
in this however has to be Sage,
which is located on the 6th floor
and offers a menu full of unique
culinary delights.

Multi-purpose
Convention Centre

03
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Mid Valley Megamall is also a
great place to hold events. It boasts
an Atrium, three halls and over
65,000 sq ft worth of space.
This means the area is well-suited
for event managers who desire a

spacious area for them to host
their events.Event managers
should probably get in line
quickly; this place is very popular
for good reason - its central
location and easy accessibility.

Never Overstay
a Welcome
Mid Valley City was designed
with everybody in mind,
including tourists and expats.
With three hotels on offer,
Mid Valley City definitely has
the welfare of these groups of
people in mind.
This impressive collection
consists of The Boulevard Hotel,
St. Giles The Gardens Hotels
and Residences, and Cititel
Mid Valley. These hotels aim to
bring with them a harmonious
combination of comfort,
convenience, elegance and a
good location. With this area
situated near the heart of the city,
that is very much desired.

04

This Place Means Business
As spectacular as this place is when it comes to shopping, it is equally famous for commercial purposes.
Mid Valley City boasts ample working space and the best infrastructure, enough for new companies to
start up their dreams and fulfil their goals.

Menara IGB

The Boulevard Offices

Centrepoint North and
South Office

The Gardens North and
South Towers

Standing proudly within the prominent Mid Valley
City address, the 27-storey building was designed to
accommodate the brightest minds thanks to its stateof-the-art technology facilities. It’s also just a few
steps from Mid Valley Megamall and The Gardens
Mall, ensuring that tenants have comfortable access
to dining and cafes.

The North and South Centrepoint Towers are
known for their impressive facilities such as highend lobbies, fine finishes and next-generation
security features. Employees will definitely feel
more secured if they were to work in such a safe,
comfortable spot.

The Boulevard Office is a 4-block, 11-storey
office complex with office spaces ranging
between 1,712 and 2,024 sq ft. Over the years,
it has proven to be an attractive choice for
those looking for offices in a prime location
away from the city centre.

Awarded with MSC Status and with 425,000
sq ft of working space each, these are ideal for
companies seeking a viable spot to conduct
business. What’s more there is a helipad
available for those who desire to make a
grand entrance.
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Heritage
Peak at
Melawati
Located just 20 minutes away
from the centre of Kuala
Lumpur city, the serene hillside
of Taman Melawati combines
the tranquillity of nature with
convenience to create the ideal
place to live.
The Melawati hillside has the
best that nature has to offer.
Cool mountain breeze coupled
with an amazing vista of the
surrounding areas, with lush
greenery all around. Adding to
its pull are the various amenities
that make living here an even
greater pleasure.

Things to Do
and See
While Melawati is already
attractive enough by itself,
its allure is further strengthened
with other attractions within its
vicinity, such as the National Zoo
of Malaysia (Zoo Negara) and
Bukit Tabur. Zoo Negara offers
20
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plenty of its own attractions.
Home to many species of animals,
such as tigers, monkeys and
crocodiles, this place is a perfect
way to spend your day marvelling
at the beauty by nature. Fitting,
as the nearby Melawati Hill is in
itself a spectacle constructed from
the finest of elements Mother
Nature herself conjured up.
As a popular hiking spot,
Bukit Tabur will fully satisfy even
the hardest of adrenaline junkies.
They will find the sounds of
nature as well as their beauty
very welcome, omnipresent
friends. Near this spot of exercise
is the Bukit Tabur Dam, a known
source of drinking water for people
staying within the Klang Valley.

01 An artist’s impression of Heritage Peak –
the exciting new development by Tan &
Tan Developments at Melawati.
02 The ridge, home to the Sumatran
serow, has been gazetted as a wildlife
sanctuary in order to protect the
endangered species.
03 The distinct quartz stone formations of
Klang Gates Quartz Ridge endows the
place with the best of natural beauty.
This is a wonder of nature to
be preserved.
04 Offering a peaceful living experience
and beautiful scenery, the houses of
Melawati stand tall.

A Miracle of
Geology
Situated next to the Bukit Tabur Dam
is arguably one of the most stunning
sights in Malaysia. Measuring around
14 km in length and 200 metres in
width, the Klang Gates Quartz Ridge
(officially known as the Gombak
Selangor Quartz Ridge) is a true
marvel of nature.
The single biggest quartz dyke
in all the land, it features distinct
types of quartz formations that
add another level of beauty to this
spectacle. Most significantly is
the view of the mid-section which
resembles the spine of a dragon.

The ridge is also home to
the serow, a rare mountain goat.
There are six species of serow,
and one type can be found in
Sumatra, Peninsular Malaysia
and Southern Thailand.
The Klang Gates Quartz Ridge
is one of the very few places
in the country where you can
catch sight of the serow, which
is already categorised under
“vulnerable to extinction” in the
Red List of Threatened Species
by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature.
In 1936, the Klang Gates
Quartz Ridge was gazetted as
a wildlife sanctuary in order to
protect the serow.

03

The crowning glory of
Melawati, it is no surprise that
the Klang Gates Quartz Ridge has
been submitted to UNESCO for
consideration as a World Heritage
Site. If accepted, it will be a
very worthy addition to
a prestigious list.

Future Project
An upcoming development
at the hillside by Tan & Tan
Developments will take
advantage of the magnificent
surroundings and charming
location. Called Heritage Peak,
this development will face the
Klang Gates Quartz Ridge, with
designs that complement the
nature and provide residents
with a retreat from the city while
being strategically close enough
to all major conveniences and
locations. Also, all efforts are
being taken to preserve the
natural landscape as much
as possible.
With the development of
Heritage Peak, this already
very attractive area gains a
formidable power of attraction
that is so, and one thing is for
sure: Melawati Hill as well as
Heritage Peak’s beauty is going
to stand the test of time, maybe
even tempered and strengthened
by it.

04
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Dato’
Tan Chin Nam
(1926 – 2018)

01
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01 Leading his horse Saintly (ridden
by jockey Darren Beadman) after
winning his third Melbourne Cup
in 1996, a horse racing aficionado.
02 With Bapa Malaysia Tunku Abdul
Rahman, who was a close friend of
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam, in 1986.
03 Without a doubt, Dato’ Tan Chin Nam’s
most memorable work is the worldfamous Mid Valley City, where
commercial, residential and lifestyle
elements all converge.
02

03

A Life
Well Lived,
A Legacy Well
Deserved
Business magnate, chess
master, horse racing enthusiast,
philanthropist, the late
co-founder of IGB Berhad,
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam reached the
peak in many different fields.

“Never Say I Assume,” so said
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam. As the
co-founder of IGB Berhad,
he helped lay the foundations
for one of Malaysia’s largest
property companies and
oversaw the development of
many Malaysian landmarks.
These include the country’s
leading mixed-development
Mid-Valley City, the first
condominium Desa Kudalari,
the first hotel service residence
MiCasa All Suite Hotel, and
the first gated community
Sierramas, to name a few.

Outside of property, he made
an impact in philanthropy,
chess and horse racing.
Dato’ Tan’s secret of success
was his ability to apply certain
philosophies and rules of thumb
to his various ventures, as well
as learning from his experiences
and being tempered (but not
broken) by them. Nothing he
achieved came from luck,
but rather from a lot of
preparation, a lot of hard work,
and a lot of studying of the
situation and, of course,
never assuming anything.
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01 As a young man in his early
20’s in 1948, taking a welldeserved break after driving
for hours, at the risk of being
attacked by Communist
terrorists, to deliver food to
British army camps.
02 The logos of IGB Berhad,
Tan & Tan Developments
and Mid-Valley City – the
three crowning glories of
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam’s life
as a developer.
03 Dato’ Tan on top of Desa
Kudalari. In the background
is the then Selangor Turf Club
– site of KLCC and the
Petronas Twin Towers today.

01

Forged by Fire
In his memoirs, Dato’ Tan recalled
some pearls of wisdom by his
mother during the dark days of the
Japanese Occupation, “These are
terrible years. Nothing in later life
will be tougher. Your father was
broken by disaster, but we can use
this disaster to our advantage.”
For Dato’ Tan, who was just
13 years old at that time, the start of
the Occupation meant the end of his
school days. It was a situation which
ached him as he had such a thirst
for knowledge. Instead of pouring
over books in the classrooms of
Victoria Institution (one of the oldest
and most prestigious schools in the
country) where he had enrolled
before the War broke out, the young
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam had to toil the
land to help his family survive.
They planted sweet potatoes and
tapioca, as well as bred chickens,
ducks and pigs for food and to sell.
Interestingly enough, this period
also marked Dato’ Tan’s initial foray
into property development and
construction, as he helped build
huts deep in the jungle where his
family and others took refuge.
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Never ShortChange Your
Ambitions
His mother was a great influence.
She constantly reminded him to
“never short-change his ambitions”.
This advice, coupled with her
counsel that working for the
government held little future, led
Dato’ Tan to quit his job as a clerk for
the British Military Administration
to work at a privately-owned food
supply company. From humble
beginnings, he climbed the corporate
ladder through his hard work and
determined spirit.
At that time, Dato’ Tan
Chin Nam was just 19 years old
and living a comfortable life.
However, his drive pushed him
to steer away from the comfort
of his Government job to the
uncertainty of the business
world. This was because he had
a goal to make something of
himself. It was a long-term goal
which overrode any concerns
over the short-term hardships.
And so, Dato’ Tan Chin Nam
started on the path of becoming
a businessman.

02

Be Bold,
Be Honest,
Be Diligent
It is often said that courage is one
of the most important traits of
leadership and management.
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam had that in
spades. For instance, during the
Communist Emergency in the early
1950s, Wah Seong – the trading
company he formed with his elder
brother Datuk Tan Kim Yeow –
was contracted to supply food and
other goods to several army camps.
None of the drivers were willing to
do so for fear of Communist reprisal.
However, Dato’ Tan Chin Nam did
the deliveries himself, driving for
hours through areas that were hotbeds
of Red activity. Because of Dato’ Tan’s
bravery, Wah Seong became one of
the few supply companies not to be
blacklisted for failing to fulfil
a contract.
Another example of risk taking,
although not as fraught with
danger, was when he bought two
parcels of land in Jalan Tun Razak
in Kuala Lumpur to develop Desa
Kudalari – the first condominium
in Malaysia. Given that this was a
time when everyone in Malaysia
lived in landed property, the idea
of high-rise living was greeted with
scorn and scepticism by Dato’ Tan’s
friends and fellow developers.
He had done his research though,
and knew that people would pay
for the convenience of living in a
condominium where they could enjoy
amenities such as improved security,
a swimming pool, gymnasium and
gardens, without having to foot high
maintenance costs.
Today, condominiums have
become part and parcel of the
Malaysian property landscape a scenario which Dato’ Tan Chin Nam
definitely helped bring about. As the
pioneer in the field, he was given the
sobriquet Mr Condominium.

Form Strong
Partnerships
No man is an island. In 1959,
the rice trading tycoon Ang Toon
Chew decided to develop a parcel
of land in Petaling Jaya and invited
several men to purchase equity in
the company he set up. Joining
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam as investors were
his brother Datuk Tan Kim Yeow,
the sugar trader Robert Kuok, and the
banker Tan Sri Geh Ik Cheong.
That company was Petaling
Garden, and that initial foray into
property development persuaded
the Tan Brothers to invest in 200
acres of land in Ipoh. This led to
the development of Ipoh Garden
in 1964 – one of the most popular
housing estates there – and the
company Ipoh Garden Sdn Bhd
was the forerunner of today’s
IGB Berhad.
In 1968, the Tan-Kuok-Ang-Geh
partnership came to the fore again
when they acquired 12 acres of land
in Singapore. After much discussion
and seeking expert advice,

the consortium decided to develop
Southeast Asia’s first modern
five-star hotel – the Shangri-La
Singapore – with Dato’ Tan Chin
Nam as the managing director.
He won praise for his innovative
method of preserving the native
flora and even planting trees,
at a time when developers tended
to bulldoze any vegetation near
the construction site. While such
practices may be commonplace
today as developers seek to build
a reputation for being green,
it was Dato’ Tan who started the
ball rolling.
Years later in 1990, that
experience he gained from
developing and managing ShangriLa would pay off as MiCasa
All-Suite Hotel – the first five-star
hotel meet serviced residences in
Malaysia – was opened. Then, with
IGB Berhad managing the associate
hotel chain St Giles both locally and
internationally, it becomes a major
player in the hospitality sector
with hotels in the UK, the US,
Malaysia, the Philippines
and Australia.

03
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A Heart of Gold
If property development was the
only thing he did, Dato’ Tan Chin
Nam would still be rightfully
recognised as a legend – a bona fide
captain of industry who helped
transformed the property sector in
Malaysia. Yet, he was more than just
a successful businessman.
Throughout his life, Dato’ Tan
Chin Nam kept a relatively low
profile – a reflection of his humble
and self-effacing personality.
A bon vivant who enjoyed the finer
things in life like good food and
wine, he never forgot his humble
past when he lived hand to mouth
during the Second World War
He had a strong sense of
social responsibility, which
manifested itself in his passion for
philanthropy. Having missed out
on the opportunity to complete
his education because of the War
and a lack of money, he started the
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam Foundation
which gave many talented but
underprivileged students the
opportunity to better themselves
through education.
It is telling that Dato’ Tan
Chin Nam once said that his
proudest achievement in business
was “building the first low-cost
housing in Malaysia, beginning
with the Kampung Kongo project
in 1975, which made owning
homes a realistic prospect for the
poor.” Such is the measure of the
man who cared so much about the
less fortunate.

A Strategic Mind
Along with having a keen mind
for business, he excelled in
strategic thinking. This trait further
manifested itself in one of his
great passions – chess. Not only
was Dato’ Tan Chin Nam an avid
chess player (even having a match
against the legendary Grandmaster
Anatoly Karpov), he was also the
founder of the Malaysian Chess
26
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Federation and helped popularise
the game among Malaysians.
His passion for the game went
beyond Malaysia. In fact, in the
1970s, when China was emerging
from its Cultural Revolution
induced isolation, Dato’ Tan
spearheaded the efforts to
reintroduce chess to the country.
This was part and parcel of a
gambit to strengthen the ‘game
of kings’ in Asia and position
the region alongside Europe and
America in the chess Pantheon.
In fact, such was Dato’ Tan’s
love for chess that over the years,
he donated more than US$3
million to help promote the game,
from sponsoring tournaments to
helping develop it in Malaysia.
He brought major chess events
to Malaysia including a World
Championship Match as well as
the Malaysian Chess Festival –
the region’s leading chess

tournament. In recognition of
his contributions, Dato’ Tan was
appointed to the Executive Board
of the World Chess Federation
(FIDE) from 1990 to 1994.

A Racing Icon
It is apt that, besides the Game
of Kings, Dato’ Tan was also an
aficionado of the Sport of Kings –
horse racing. His greatest feats in
this field came in Australia, where
his equestrian exploits include
being one of only four owners to
win four coveted Melbourne Cups.
This feat was achieved in
partnership with friend and world
famous trainer Bart Cummings.
In fact, it was Dato’ Tan who helped
Cummings out a difficult situation
when the latter was forced to sell
his prized property, Princes Farm.
In a move that demonstrated his

Photography by Andy Lim
(www.emotion.my)
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01 Dato’ Tan’s passion for
chess pushed him to
establish the Malaysian
Chess Federation, which
helped popularise the
game in Malaysia.
02 As the winner of four
Melbourne Cups,
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam
was one of the most
successful owners in
the illustrious racing
competition’s history.
03 Holding aloft the famous
Melbourne Cup – the
most prestigious horse
racing trophy in the
Southern hemisphere.

“

03

I am certain that my mettle to
succeed in life was forged in the will
to survive the Occupation years.

generosity, Dato’ Tan bought
Princes Farm and told Cummings
to keep on using it.
Dato’ Tan’s black and white
chequered livery with gold
sleeves became one of the most
recognised and lauded. And today,
in Australian racing circles, names
such as Think Big (twice Melbourne
Cup winner in 1974 and 1975),
Saintly (1996) and Viewed (2008)
are legendary names in the horse
racing fraternity.
A Grand Master in many sense,
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam’s passing on
21 October 2018 marked the end
of an era. He lives on though in
the masterpieces he developed,
the lives he touched, and in
IGB Berhad, which under the
able stewardship of the second
generation of the Tan family,
are taking the legacy he left behind
and using them as the foundations
for even greater success.
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Comprehensive IB
Learning at IGB
International School
IGB International School (IGBIS)
is a vibrant Early Years to Grade
12 International Baccalaureate (IB)
World School in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. The School has an
Elementary School (ages 2-10),
and a Secondary School (ages 11-19)
serving more than 450 students.
In a diverse and inclusive
learning community, students receive
a challenging IB education which
empowers them as caring global
citizens to contribute to a flourishing
Malaysia and a sustainable and
peaceful global society.
Our team of internationally
experienced IB educators are trained
to deliver an innovative international
education that inspires our students
to be lifelong learners who aim to
make a positive impact on the world.
Our teachers and administrators

01 IGBIS’ graduates not only possess
outstanding results, they have been
taught to be dynamic and positive.

are recruited worldwide for
their expertise, commitment and
international experience.
IGBIS is the only IB continuum
school in Malaysia authorised
for all four IB programmes:
the Primary Years Programme,
the Middle Years Programme,
the Diploma Programme and
the Career-related Programme.
IB continuum schools share
a common philosophy a commitment to a high quality,
stimulating international
education for all students from
Early Years to Grade 12,
that IGBIS believes is important
for its students.
The school offers two careerrelated streams through the CP,
where students can study either
accountancy through the

01

02 Children from the Early Years are given a
holistic education - not only focusing on
academics but also on other aspects.

02
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Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales (ICAEW),
or undertake college-level art
and design subjects through the
Savannah College of Art and
Design (SCAD).
Graduating students have
consistently achieved outstanding
results, scoring well above the
world average on the IB Diploma,
and achieving acceptances to
prestigious universities including
University of Cambridge, Imperial
College London, University College
London, Cornell, NUS Singapore
and University of Edinburgh.
Through the curriculum,
co-curriculum and after-school
programmes, IGBIS offers
a focus on sports, the visual
and performing arts, languages,
outdoor education and community
service. This focus complements
the school’s commitment to
providing students with a
21st Century learning environment
by incorporating the latest
information technology into
classrooms, including an
established digital platform,
a one-to-one laptop programme
in the secondary school, the latest
touch-enabled devices throughout
the whole school.
The 10-acre campus is located
only 12 kilometres from central
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
The outstanding facilities that
provide students opportunities to
explore their talents and interests,
include a 50-metre Olympic-size
swimming pool and a 25-metre
learn-to-swim pool, an 8-lane
400-metre running track
surrounding a FIFA-standard
artificial turf football pitch, five
visual arts studios and a multimedia art studio, purpose-built
music and drama rooms, and a
520-seat state-of-the-art theatre.
The school is a member of
the Association of International
Malaysian Schools (AIMS),
and is accredited with both
the Council of International
Schools (CIS) the New England
Association of Schools and
Colleges (NEASC).
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Hospitality
The IGB Way

Offering a near perfect combo of
elegance, comfort, privacy and
location, IGB Berhad’s hotels
are the epitome of excellence,
both service and amenity-wise.
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IGB’s Hotels around the world
09 : Pangkor Island Beach
01 : St Giles The Gardens &
Resort,Pangkor
Residences, Kuala Lumpur
02: St Giles Boulevard, Kuala Lumpur 10 : Cititel Express, Ipoh
03: GTower Hotel, Kuala Lumpur

11 : Cititel Express, Kota Kinabalu

04 : Cititel Mid Valley,
Kuala Lumpur

13 : The Tank Stream, Sydney

05 : MiCasa All Suite
Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
06 : St Giles Wembley, Penang
07 : Cititel Penang, Pulau Pinang
08 : Cititel Express, Penang
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12 : St Giles Makati, Metro Manila
14 : St Giles London, London
15 : St Giles Heathrow, London
16 : St Giles The Tuscany,
New York

17 : St Giles The Court, New York

IGB’s well-designed and cuttingedge hotels are present in largest
market, and are able to cater to a
traveller’s every need. Join us
as we take you on a tour of the
various hotel brands under IGB MiCasa All Suite Hotel, Cititel,
St. Giles, GTower Hotel, and
Pangkor Island Beach Resort.

The Haven of
MiCasa All
Suite Hotel

Conveniently located in the heart
of Kuala Lumpur, near major
business and lifestyle hubs, MiCasa
All Suite Hotel is a haven from the
packed, hectic and frantic buzz of
the city. Featuring a bouquet of
luxury accommodations, guests
have the liberty of choosing a
layout of their liking - from studio
units to three-bedroom suites.
For a good night’s rest, some of the
suites even come with four-poster
beds, which is a leading attraction
for guests.
MiCasa All Suite Hotel offers
a grand total of 242 rooms with
80 single rooms and 50 double
rooms. As the only all-suite hotel in
the country, MiCasa amps up the
pampering by delivering guests’
groceries straight to their room.

01

01 MiCasa’s swimming pool area,

sparkling like a jewel in the night.

02 Cilantro’s beautiful interior

matches its five star reputation for
exquisite food.

also recognised as the eighth best
restaurant in Asia by Asia’s Finest
Restaurants, further solidifying its
credentials. Diners who want a little
something extra may head on over
to the Lounge, where the spirits and
alcohol are served.

Cilantro: Establishing
Five Stars in Malaysia

The Convenience
Offered by Cititel

The hotel houses Cilantro Restaurant
and Wine Bar, one of the first five-star
dining establishments in Malaysia to
make the Top 10 in the ‘Miele Guide
Asia’s Top 20 Restaurants’. This
French-Japanese dining spot offers
high-quality cuisine that will certainly
please even the most fussy food
connoisseur. This establishment was

Cititel’s services are available for
lucky visitors to Mid Valley City
or Cititel Penang. Cititel Mid
Valley boasts 646 Superior and
Deluxe rooms, which offers an
attractive combination of comfort,
affordability and warmth. It also
offers the convenience of having
the megamall right next door to the

02

hotel, offering plenty of specialty
stores, a Cineplex, themed
restaurants and much more.
Meanwhile, Cititel Penang,
a 16-storey building standing
in the heart of Georgetown is
also managed by Cititel Hotel
Management, a subsidiary of IGB.
This hotel offers 451 guest rooms
of ranging layouts, and unbridled
access to a gymnasium, a wellmaintained Wellness Centre and
an indoor pool. All these perks
are only made better by the
picturesque view of the city, and
the multitude of spots to visit
nearby – including famous local
hawkers, high-class restaurants
and speakeasy bars.
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The Many
Perks of Cititel
Express Hotels
Branches of Cititel Express Hotel
are located in Kuala Lumpur,
Ipoh, Penang and Kota Kinabalu.
Offering a much-needed respite
and some privacy, Cititel remains
a popular choice among travellers.

A Minimalistic Place
of Stay in the Heart
of the City
Cititel Express Kuala Lumpur
is meant to be convenient
for its guests, given its high
connectivity. Smartly located on
the outskirts of Kuala Lumpur
City Centre, this place offers
ease of access to the city’s
hottest spots that are always
abuzz with tourists. Featuring
90 standard rooms, 109 superior
rooms and 44 deluxe rooms,
guests are spoilt for choice.

Gem of Ipoh
Ipoh also has its own branch
of Cititel Express Hotel, which
is fully committed to offering
guests a simple and neat form
of accommodation. It provides
easy access to many historical
buildings, food haunts and
hotspots. This is a prime area
for guests aiming to take in
the many wonderful sights
32
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Ipoh has to offer. Cititel Express
Ipoh has 210 guest rooms, aimed
towards both businessmen
and tourists alike.

Convenience in the
Pearl of the Orient
Cititel Express in Penang is a
viable spot for anyone eyeing a trip
to heritage sites, to catch a glimpse
of the street arts that depict
colourful historical characters and
trade activities. This hotel also
offers the convenience of easy
access to street food and shopping
outlets. Offering 234 guest rooms,
this hotel is a popular place to stay
for both tourists and locals.

Well-Rested in Kota
Kinabalu
Over in Sabah, Cititel Express
Kota Kinabalu is situated right
in the heart of the City Centre,
perfect for globetrotters who are
up for experiencing the many
wonders the city has to offer. With
the airport only a mere 10-minute
drive away, the location is both
convenient and aesthetically
pleasing. This hotel offers 275
guest rooms with all the amenities
needed for a nice getaway.
IGB is also opening a new
Cititel Express in Sydney. Called
Cititel Express Sydney Darling

Harbour, this hotel is slated to
open in 2020.

Breathe Easy
with St Giles
St. Giles is a very popular associate
hotel chain, managed by IGB
Corporation at both the International
and local level. When one thinks of
St. Giles, one thinks of the building’s
simple elegance, its innovative
form of hospitality and genuine,
heartfelt service.
A St. Giles signature hotel,
The Gardens Hotel & Residences
offers some of the best facilities the
hotel chain has to offer. Conveniently
located near The Gardens, guests
will certainly have their lion’s share
of shopping and relaxation.
The Gardens boasts over 400 retail
outlets, dining spots, a high-class
cinema and also plenty of other
attractions such as a dinosaurthemed amusement park.
For those who enjoy the finer
tastes in life, The Gardens Hotel &
Residences is home to Ri-Yakitori,
a Japanese restaurant that offers a
blend of new and traditional yakitori,
a type of skewered meat dish.
The food offered here is top-notch,
and the special buffet is a must-try.
For those people seeking a bit of rest
after a day’s hard work, the Lobby
Lounge will fulfil your need for a
quick drink.

01 Located at the sky bridge linking the

twin GTower buildings on the 28th floor,
the exclusive and intimate Bridge Bar
allows visitors to relax while taking in
the view of the city.

02 Amidst the hustle and bustle of the
night, lies Cititel Hotel Mid Valley.

03 The stylish and modern lobby of
GTower, the first-ever-green certified
mixed development in Malaysia.
04 Located in the vibrant Mid Valley City,
St Giles’ branded The Gardens Hotel
and Residences brings guests exceptional
service and the finest amenities.

03

Those who desire something else
for their palate will find the awardwinning Sage Restaurant and bar to
their liking. This restaurant prepares
immaculate French cuisine with a
touch of Japanese magic. Fans of both
oriental and western food will love
this. Its best kept secret is the lunch
set which offers high quality meals at
amazingly great value.
St. Giles definitely promises
comfort and luxury, and branches
of this chain are located in many
big cities: New York, London, Kuala
Lumpur, Manila, Penang and Sydney.
Book a stay at St. Giles today and
experience for yourself why this hotel
is so well-loved by guests.

Going Green
and Smart at
GTower Hotel
Located in the centre of Kuala
Lumpur’s business district as well
as the shopping and lifestyle haven
of KLCC, GTower Hotel is the ideal
destination for the savvy business
traveller or executive holidaygoer. Boasting 180 spacious and
beautifully designed rooms,
and exclusive access to The Club –
a luxurious lounge located on
the 28th floor – GTower hotel is
redefining luxury in hospitality.
It has MSC Status and is also the first
green certified hotel in Malaysia,
making it both grand and green
in design.

Guests will be pampered
with world-class Les Clefs d’Or
Concierge service, which is the
finest in the world, and be given
access to state-of-the-art business
facilities. Gourmets will feel
right at home here too, as Tanzini
restaurant on the 28th floor serves
up sumptuous continental meals.
And what better way to spend
the evening than at The Bridge
Bar, which offers a luxurious
atmosphere thanks to its rustic
interior which includes wooden
panellings made of recycled
driftwood in certain areas and the
stunning view of the KL skyline.
Guests can also step onto the
floating bar with a glass platform,
for a night to remember.

04

Lay Back and
Relax with
Pangkor Island
Beach Resort

spa, selective sundecks and a
greener landscape. This will
please environmentalists as well
as travellers looking for something
a little more nature-inspired. It is
IGB Corporation’s sincere hope
that this upgrade will offer a more
In the past, this beach resort played enriching experience for visitors to
Pangkor Island Beach Resort.
host to plenty a traveller, officials
This collection of hotels
and many others for three decades.
However, that has stopped: For now. definitely embodies IGB’s strong
desire to bring the best of comfort
Pangkor Island Beach Resort is
to its customers. And with
not open to the public at this point
efforts constantly being made to
in time, for operations ceased on
improve the quality of service
the 1st of July 2014 to make way
and amenities, guests can be
for the hotel’s redevelopment.
However, rest assured this hotel will reassured that they will always
receive the best thanks to IGB’s
be back bigger than ever. Future
dedication to hospitality.
improvements include a majestic
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Timeless,
Precious Gems
by DeGem
Paying tribute to the geometric marvels of
architectures from around the world, DeGem has
re-defined these notable structures and designs
into wearable luxuries. Aptly called ‘The ARchT’,
this collection represents DeGem’s aspiration to
bring out the timeless elegance of the sleek lines
and sultry curves found in famous buildings that
leave behind a legacy of its own.
Venetian Knot set from ARchT Collection draws
inspiration from the carved motif of twisted knots found
on the façade of the Basilica San Marco in Venice, Italy.
This collection perfectly showcases the stunning work
of art with a hint of Gothic influence. With a 2-carat
cushion diamond at its centre, the Venetian Knot’s
necklace piece is adorned and held together by rows of
diamonds that weaved beautifully to form the signature
knot. This set comes complete with a pair of elegant
two-way cushion diamond earrings that make a subtle
and elegant statement piece.
Azure Opulence is named after the rare sugarloaf
tanzanite, well known for its rich deep blue colour.
The bangle in this set is a masterpiece on its own –
one that showcases a plethora of multi-coloured
sapphires, tsavorites and diamonds that complement
the beauty of the precious gemstone. The tanzanites on
the earrings are adorned with pear shape emeralds, blue
sapphires and brilliant diamonds. This luscious pieces of
the Azure Opulence set is the most vibrant and colourful
one out of the ARchT Collection by DeGem.
Grandeur set from the ARchT collection is heavily
influenced by the design uniqueness of the arches
and domes from the 13th and 14th centuries.
The marvellous Grandeur necklace features pear shape
pink spinels that are certified natural and untreated.
Surrounded by rows of diamonds in different fancy
cuts – heart, baguette and round diamonds, this
necklace brings out the irresistible sparkles of the gems,
beautifully matched with a pair of dangling earrings.

05

01

02

03

01 Venetian Knot earrings
02 Grandeur earrings
03 Grandeur necklace
04 Azure Opulence earrings
05 Azure Opulence bangle
06 Venetian Knot necklace

04

06
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The Taste for
All Seasons

Experience the epitome of finedining at Cilantro, with a fusion
of cuisines that will impress
even the most discerning diner.

02

01 Cilantro’s interior is intimate
thanks to its muted colours
and relaxing ambiance.
02 The Cold Capellini with
Wild Abalone combines
different tastes and
textures, with the soft
pasta complementing the
chewy abalone.
03 Hokkaido Sakura
Masu with Hotaruika
comprises Cherry Trout
and Firefly Squid flown
fresh from Japan.

You can book your reservation at by
phone at 03-2179 8082, and make
your way to Micasa All Suite Hotel.
03
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Since its debut in 2009, Cilantro’s
signature of giving the Asian touch
to classic Western cuisine has made
the restaurant the-must-go-to place
for fine-dining. Yet, in its almost
10-year run, Chef Takashi believes
the real magic of Cilantro lies in
something as basic as using the right
seasoning, and the right cooking
technique. In other words, it’s the
attention to detail that has helped
win acclaim for the outlet, among
food critics and customers alike.
Amber-lit interiors with a muted
colour scheme will greet diners,
who will find the same care has
been put to the ambiance at the
restaurant as well. Although it’s
been deliberately designed to give a
dining experience that appeals more
for the couples, there’s plenty of
room for everyone with its private
rooms that can accommodate up to
20 people.
Dining at Cilantro is more
than just having a meal; it is an
experience to savour. Tantalise your
taste buds with the restaurant’s
signature appetisers such as the
Braised Unagi with Foie Gras or the
Cold Capellini with Wild Abalone.
Then for the main, treat yourself
to our specialty Wagyu “Rossini”
with Perigueux or a sumptuous
Maine Lobster Pot au Feu if you
prefer seafood. Any way you look
at it, the choices at Cilantro are
truly vast, if you include the unique
dishes available only seasonally such as the Braised Ox Tongue with
Madeira Wine.
So if you have a taste for good
wine with nuanced flavours in
your dishes, you needn’t look any
further than Cilantro – for an
exquisite, fine dining night-out to
feed your essence.

The Smart
Oven for
Your Kitchen
From time to time, a product
comes along that hints at
what the future might hold.
It usually happens in small
steps but with Teka’s latest
kitchen utility known simply
as “Wish”, Teka has taken a
huge leap by reinventing the
kitchen oven. Transforming
the appliance from a simple
heating instrument to a smart
cooking device.
With the Wish oven, the devil is in
the details like the 4 glass panels
that prevent burns from extreme
heat, an anti-fingerprint steel frame
on the door and an LED lighting for
the insides of the premium models.
These fittings on the Wish oven were
specifically designed by Teka’s team,
so the combination of glass and steel
frame conveys a kind of modern
simplicity that looks and feels great in
your kitchen, creating an atmosphere
that can turn cooking a meal into
an experience.
Touch controls and user-friendly
interface on Wish makes it easy
for just about anyone to utilize the
oven. But those are not the only
breakthrough features of this unique
device. As the technology that makes
Wish oven so far ahead of its time
is undoubtedly the Personal Cook
Assistant mode. It is a mode that
provides users with a step-by-step
guide to cooking of up to 50 different
recipes. So it’s like having a Master
Chef in your own kitchen, as you ably
concoct dishes for any occasion.
And wishes do come true, as the
Wish oven cleans itself. This cleaning
system utilises Hydroclean® Pro,
which is a cleaning system that can
be activated at the press of a button,
as easy as pie! On top of that, thanks
to the optimised pre-heating system
Wish oven is also now 60% faster

01 Baking muffins have never been
easier with Wish Oven’s Personal
Cook Assistant Mode.

than the older models, while
maintaining an A+ energy rating.
Designed and developed
in Europe, everything in the
Wish oven has been carefully
configured for a variety of over
30 different models.
With Teka’s latest Wish oven,
whether you’re cooking brunch,
lunch, dinner or even a latenight meal we understand that
it is ultimately about making the
doing simple,
yet done well. So whether it
be baking a dessert for five or
enjoying a home cooked turkey
on Thanksgiving, our Wish is to
enhance the experiences of those
simple pleasures.

01
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Nutritious
Comfort Food

The Flavourful Side
of Healthy Eating
Many associate eating healthier
with sacrifice, but why sacrifice your
favourite meals when you can just
substitute key ingredients to make it
more wholesome.

You Are What
You Eat
Every bite you take will have an
impact on your body in the long
run. This is why people need to
monitor what they consume,
as there is the risk of falling
prey to health scares from heart
disease, diabetes, obesity and high
blood pressure. Bad eating habits
contribute a lot to these potential
health risks.
While moderation is also
pivotal to ward away health issues,
perhaps more important, is the
need to revaluate diets to be more
nutritious. This can not only prevent
health risks, but reduce the severity
or existing problems such as high
cholesterol or gastric problems.

Healthy Twists
on Traditional
Favourites
To live a longer and more fruitful
life, it is very important to eat
healthy as it can bring long-term
benefits. Admittedly, various
traditional local delights that
Malaysians enjoy every day are
far from nutritious. Most popular
38

01

rice and noodle-based dishes
are high in oil, salt, calories and
carbs, all of which have a negative
impact in higher quantities.
Binging on unhealthy food on
the daily may be appetising, but the
aftermath is not a pretty picture as
it is does injustice to your body.
By eating a healthier diet, you do
not need to give up your favourites
by any means. It just means some
twists to your usual favourites.

Healthy Delights:
Oodles of Voodles
A twist on traditional noodles,
voodles are, simply put, ‘vegetable
noodles’. Why voodles over
noodles? For the health conscious,
this is the ideal way to include
your daily intake of vegetables
while indulging in your favourites
and making it more nutritious.
Dishes like Japanese cold noodles,
laksa and even pasta can be

substituted with voodles to lower
your carb intake.
Voodles offer the versatility
of making the dish your own by
adding meats or seasonings of your
choice - coriander, cumin, rosemary,
thyme, salt and pepper. Of course,
it is important to limit the salt so as
to limit your daily sodium intake.

The Art of
Voodle-Making
Executive Chef at the popular
restaurant Tanzini, Chef David Kuan
is driven by a passion to create and
serve food that is fresh, nutritious
and delicious. Chef David believes
that healthy dishes do not have to
be bland as tasty and healthy can go
together and proves that by using
only the freshest organic produce in
his dishes.
Over the years, Chef David
has introduced many items to the
Tanzini menu including his voodle-

Healthy Lamb Ragu Voodle

01 Voodles - a deligthful mix of white
radish, baby zucchini and carrots.

One of Chef David Kuan’s most popular dishes,
Healthy Lamb Ragu Voodle is a favourite at Tanzini.
Berita Tan & Tan readers can recreate this masterpiece
at home, thanks to him sharing the recipe with us.

02 Chef David Kuan, Executive Chef of
Tanzini restaurant.

Ingredients
For the Lamb Ragout
Coriander

Rosemary

Buitoni® Coulis de Tomate paste

Carrots

Cumin

Thyme

Holland Onions

Normal
Pomace
Olive Oil

Butter

Celery

Pepper

Peeled Tomatoe

Fresh Fennel

Minced Lamb/Mutton

Salt

Parmesan Cheese Block

For the Voodle
Green Zucchinis

Yellow Zucchinis

Japanese Cucumbers

Carrots

Directions
02

based dishes which have become
a firm favourite. By substituting
traditional noodle making with
vegetable-based noodles, carbs can
be reduced without compromising
on flavour.
Chef David’s take on voodles
uses white radish, baby zucchini,
cucumber and carrot. White radish
aids digestion with its high dietary
fibre and boosts immunity with
high Vitamin C, and baby zucchini
contains zero fat, and is high in water
and fibre. It improves digestion,
and also is rich in antioxidants.
Cucumbers are also high in nutrients
and antioxidants, whereas carrots
help to lower cholesterol and
improve eye health. While you
can use ingredients similar to Chef
David, other options include sweet
potato, squash or beets.
Whether you are eating out
or cooking at home, it is always
possible to seek out or customise
your favourite dishes to make them
healthier. The key pointers to keep in
mind for a healthy diet are – variety,
balance and moderation. The bottom
line is, when you take care of your
body, your body takes care of you.

1) Heat 2 tablespoons of oil in
a large, cast iron casserole
pan. Add the carrots, onions
and celery and cook over
high heat for 5 minutes,
stirring occasionally, until
slightly softened.
2) Add the lamb, coriander,
fennel, cumin, rosemary and
thyme; season with salt
and pepper.
3) Cook for 5 minutes while
stirring until the liquid
evaporates, 5 minutes. Stir in
the tomato paste. Add the wine
and cook for 5 minutes until
the wine is evaporated.

4) Add the tomatoes and their juices,
along with the stock and bring to a
boil. Cover partially and cook over
moderately low heat for 25 to 30
minutes until the liquid is
slightly reduced.
5) While waiting the liquid to reduce,
start to make the voodle by spiral
cutting the vegetable into preferred
noodle shape.
6) Add the voodle to the sauce. Add the
butter and the remaining 1 tablespoon
of oil and toss over low heat.
7) Serve the voodle in pasta bowl
topped with the ricotta and fresh
chopped English parsley.
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Life Begins
At 60
People in their golden years
are now smashing stereotypes
on how the elderly should live
their lives.
The fear of growing old has
always been imbibed in us,
though the fear is nothing more
than societal conditioning that
one must look young to feel
good. But nowadays, the old
age fallacy is being shattered by
numerous gung-ho people in
their forties, fifties and sixties
who are choosing to dictate
their own lives. For them,
the Sixties is the new Thirties…
but with a lot more money
to spend.

Ah, The Wonders
Of New Age
Medicine

01

How has this change come about?
Well medical advancement for one,
has ensured we can afford a quality
of life by mitigating potential
problems that come about with age.
From detecting life threatening
diseases early through constant
monitoring with avant grade
technology, to connecting online
to get consultations with the best
doctors available all over the
world, to supplements that offer
the best nutrients to help reverse
damage done by free radicals,
humans are now advancing to next
level Amazonians. In Malaysia
itself, 6.5% of the population is
aged above 65 years old in 2018,
an increase of 0.2% from the
year 2017, which means we have

roughly around 2.10 million
senior citizens and this number
will keep increasing. In fact, by
2030, it is estimated that around
14% will be aged over 60 of
5.2 million population.
Forty years ago, we were
relying on only what the
doctors in our neighbourhood
advised us about and what
our grandmothers warned us
about. Today, with the advent
of the internet and the speed at
which we can get information
from global chat forums on
any form of medical care, we
have enlightened ourselves on
how best to care for ourselves
and what kind of food to
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01 As life expectancy increases, growing

old does not mean stopping to enjoy the
things life has to offer.

02 Leading an active lifestyle can help
alleviate common ailments

avoid. We have learnt that what
we eat is what we are, and can also
choose foods that are considered
safer than most. And we can buy
foodstuff and supplements from
any part of the world, thanks to the
innovations of travel and logistics.
Skin remains supple and
taut due to fabulous advances in
aesthetic surgery - invasive and
non-invasive, and skincare regime
that boasts the best of the best.
Growing older has never been
more exciting, and less frightening
these days.

Size Doesn’t
Matter Anymore
Downsizing is a very common
occurrence for those in their 60’s,
and rightly so. When the kids
are gone and the nest is empty,
you suddenly walk around a huge
bungalow and you realise that
you don’t need that humongous
swimming pool or a porch for 5
cars. You don’t need to oversee
that gardener and pool guy who
comes in 3 times a week. You
don’t want to wander through 6
bedrooms and wonder what to do
with them. That game room has
hardly been touched. The TV room
is collecting dust. The two dining
areas are redundant. The kitchen
is really big when all we make are
food for two.
That’s when premium
condominiums with concepts like
retirement villages start looking
very attractive. It is probably the
smartest ‘next phase’ in living the
active life that people reaching
their fifties and sixties are gearing
up to do. Because once you
delegate the care of your home to
someone else, you can then start
taking more care of yourself and
live the free life you deserve.
IGB is actively looking at
retirement villages and aged care
facilities that are conducive with
the lifestyle needs of the residents.
A retirement village should
not only be age friendly and
comfortable, it should also be able
to provide you with the essentials
as you enjoy your golden years.
Active seniors living like
what IGB has in mind doesn’t
want you to feel like you’re being
nursed. Instead, you should
feel pampered, and the staff in
the retirement village should be
trained to offer hospitality and
healthcare services to meet your
every needs.
And as humans grow older,
spontaneity becomes crucial

Redefining “Old”
Japan has one of the fastest
ageing populations in the
world, with people above
65 years making up more
than 26% of the country’s
population. It is also
estimated that by 2050, more
than 40% of the country’s
population will be in their
golden years.
Previously, the term
“elderly” was based on the
World Health Organization’s
gauge, which identified
those above 64 years as old,
along with the belief that
these people are slowing
down in life.

because it gives you a sense of
the possibilities that are still out
there – something to look forward
to every day. This sense of variety
can be achieved in a small or
significant way, either by taking a
new route to your daily walks or
spending some of that well-earned
retirement fund on a relaxing
holiday. Connect with nature,
have fun doing activities that you
couldn’t do before due to time
constraints, and forget the hassle
of traffic with the provided shuttle
buses ready to take you to the
nearby shopping malls. The world
can still be your oyster.
So enter the active, boisterous
50 and 60 year olds of today,
who feel thirty at most due the
choices made in their lifestyle.
These are people raring to go.
The word ‘old’ is not in their
vocabulary. And it probably
won’t be even when they are 90.
Our Prime Minister, Tun Mahathir
is prime example of just that.

Yet, many of Japan’s golden
citizens are showing that age
is just a number. According
to a study by the Japan
Gerontological Society and
the Japan Geriatrics Society,
Japanese people in their 60s are
becoming even more active
than before.
This has led to the redefinition
of “elderly” in Japan, which is
now used to defy anyone older
than 74. And while Japan may be
the first country to take this step,
looking at how life expectancy
is increasing and health is
improving, it definitely won’t
be the last.

02
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POPULATION PROJECTION AGE 65 AND ABOVE

2017

6.3%

2018

(2.0 million)

2040

6.5%

14.5%

(2.1 million)

(6.0 million)

Source: Department of Statistics Malaysia

STAGES OF ELDERLY CARE
Lifestyle

Care

Independent
Living

Assisted living

• Limited lifestyle
offering.
• 24 hour nurse call.
• Therapeutic wellness
centre.
• Meals, cleaning and
laundry.
• Personal care.

• Extensive lifestyle
offering.
• 24 hour nurse call.
• Community & wellness
centre.

70+
age group

75+
age group

Low care

• Minimal lifestyle
offering.
• 24 nurse call.
• Nursing and allied
health care.
• Meals, cleaning and
laundry.
• Personal and respite
care.

80+
age group

High care

• High care.
• No lifestyle offering.
• 24 hour nurse care.
• Allied health and
geriatric care.
• Meals, cleaning and
laundry.
• Respite and palliative
care.

85+
age group

Decreasing care, increasing lifestyle

Transportation
Outdoor spaces
and buildings

Community support
and health services
Communication
and information
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Housing

AGE
FRIENDLY
ENVIRONMENT

Social partipation

Respect and
social inclusion
Civic participation
and employment

NEW DIMENSIONS OF EXERCISING
Strength Training

It has always been an age old understanding that you need to
exercise your body and mind to keep it in tip top condition.
So more people above the age of 50 are now hitting the gym to
ensure that strength training becomes an instrumental part of
strengthening the body. We understand that pain is not
necessarily a bad thing, and that with the initial pains of weight
training, you get the inevitable gains of strong core and bones,
which takes 10 years off you, in the least.

Walking

For those more inclined to an easier pace, walking holds numerous
benefits because it is more in tune with the natural rhythm of our
body, improving cognitive functions in people over the age of 60 and
helps to strengthen bones and muscles. For obvious reasons walking
is also the safest option for an elderly, who might not be able to pull
off something more strenuous, like running or jogging. In fact
Gandhi himself used to take long walks daily, calling it in his own
words “the prince of exercises.” It was during his long walks that is
when most of his thinking was born. Perhaps we too can benefit
from this example in our day to day decisions, big and small.

Tai Chi

Then, there is Tai-Chi, an ancient form of exercise, originating
from China by Taoist monks dating back 700-1500 years. It is the
kind of exercise that has often been described as “meditation in
motion”, where you move slowly and deliberately; the hands,
feet and body in a relaxed manner. Today, Tai-Chi is practiced by
millions worldwide. In fact, a research from Harvard Medical
School found that Tai-Chi can provide “an adjunct” to the
“conditions commonly associated with age.” The exercise’s fluid,
bending and breathing motions “massage the internal organs and
release them from damaging constriction” cause by poor posture
and stress. Ultimately Tai-Chi helps the body to reinstate its
balance and proper functioning.

Hobbies

Mind is as important as the body. Activities that interest, excite and
involve the mind is another crucial form of exercise. This activity can be
either a hobby or if you’re lucky enough – a life-long passion like music
or painting. Lucky, because those who find the balance between their life
and their passion usually grow to a ripe old age without losing that
child-like sense of enthusiasm. To the hobbyists out there however, they
should not feel discouraged, because even Winston Churchill is known
to have been a hobbyist painter, often using the lake at his estate as the
subject for his art. Although little is yet understood about the therapeutic
benefits of making art, studies have revealed some positive indications
that the process of making art can “help combat Alzheimer” and perhaps
other mental degeneration that might come with age.
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Money

Securing
Your Future
The ABCs
of Financial
Planning

No matter what stage of life
one is at, it is never too early to
start planning for retirement.
Berita Tan & Tan speaks with
Linnet Lee, the President of the
Financial Planners Association
of Malaysia (FPAM), to get
some tips on how to prepare for
your golden years in comfort.

EPF is Not
Enough
While the Employee Provident
Fund (EPF) provides some sort of
financial security for retirees, it is
not enough, especially with life
expectancy increasing.

of contributors have
minimum savings of

RM228,000
at retirement

Building Your Portfolio
It is important to build up an investment portfolio to complement
your EPF and savings. The type of investment depends on your
appetite for risk, which can be ascertained through a risk profile
assessment.
Popular choices for investments are Properties, REITS, Stocks,
Mutual Funds, and Private Retirement Schemes.
If you have investments that give an annual dividend, reinvest it to
get more dividends the next year.
Recommended
allocation for
investment

=

Cash
(savings)

20%

+

Equity
(shares and
debentures)

35%

+

Fixed income
(rent, fixed
deposits)

45%

Hints for Property Investment

Properties have been the favourite form of investment over the
past five years. However, there is a glut in the property market,
so investing in property needs to be done strategically.
01

Consider the purpose of investment. If you are renting,
consider the rental income. If you are holding on to sell,
think about the capital gains.

02

Location is an important factor. Properties in the right
location appreciate faster than those in less popular areas.

03

Work out your repayment plan before.

04

Get a contingency plan for if you are unable to service
the repayment.

The REIT Thing

Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) are a viable alternative
to owning physical property. They allow investors to invest in
commercial properties and gain dividends without having to manage
the property themselves. Also, with average yields at 6.63% over the
past five years, the returns are quite attractive.

Final Tips for a Happy Retirement

of contributors who withdraw
their funds at age 55 use up their
savings less than a decade later
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01

Factor in the amount you have saved for retirement and the
amount you need to enjoy retirement. It is also important to
work out the effects of the inflation rate on your savings.

02

Ensure you have proper insurance as ageing brings along
more health problems.

03

Always take advantage of your tax breaks to maximise
your returns.

